Abstract

Long-term care (LTC) is an important sector in the healthcare industry; however, the adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems in LTC facilities lags behind that in other sectors of healthcare. This study examines the adoption and utilization of EHRs in LTC facilities in Texas and identifies the barriers preventing implementation of EHRs.

A survey instrument was mailed to all Texas LTC facilities between October 2010 and March 2011. The survey found that in Texas, 39.5 percent of LTC facilities have fully or partially implemented EHR systems and 15 percent of LTC facilities have no plans to adopt EHRs yet. There is significant variation in the use of EHR functionalities across the LTC facilities in Texas. In the LTC facilities, the administrative functions of EHRs have been more widely adopted and are more widely utilized than the clinical functions of EHRs. Among the clinical functions adopted, the resident assessment, physician orders, care management plan, and census management are the leading functions used by the LTC facilities in Texas. Lack of capital resources is still the greatest barrier to EHR adoption and implementation. Policy makers, vendors, LTC administrators, educators, and researchers should make more effort to improve EHR adoption in LTC facilities.
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Background

The aging of the US population and the projected growth of the oldest age bracket (85 years and older) will have a major effect on the demand for and supply of long-term care (LTC) services and on the resources needed to provide those services. Seniors themselves consume more than 50 percent of total healthcare services and dollars in this country. LTC providers care for the fastest-growing segment of the population and account for a high proportion of the healthcare dollars spent. The patients in LTC experience frequent transitions, which may create gaps in quality and opportunities for errors.

An electronic health record (EHR) system has the potential to reduce errors, improve quality of care, and deliver healthcare more efficiently. LTC providers can “achieve an increase of 37 percent in administrative productivity” by using EHR systems over time. Although health information technology (HIT) applications that positively affect both quality of care and patient safety currently exist, they are not widely used in current LTC settings. LTC facilities lag in EHR adoption, compared
to the other sectors of healthcare. Part of the reason for this is that current HIT agendas and strategies focus more on acute and ambulatory care, and LTC suffers from relative inattention. Chaudhry et al. summarized the impact of EHRs on the quality, efficiency, and cost of medical care from 74 journal articles at four benchmark institutes; however, none of the studies included a LTC setting. Furthermore, most EHRs are intended primarily for acute care facilities, so LTC facilities face unique challenges in using EHRs, such as different documentation needs for facilitating preventive measures, different starting doses of medications, and special reporting needs. Utilization of EHRs in LTC facilities does not initially save time for clinicians. LTC settings are often intensely interdisciplinary and holistic in their approach to their patients and residents. Therefore, the challenges and opportunities for promoting EHR adoption and utilization in LTC facilities are greater than ever.

Policy makers need reliable and valid data on EHR adoption rates in LTC facilities to assess movement toward the goal of promoting EHR adoption. If national cross-sectional data were available, we could have a “big picture” of national EHR adoption and utilization status in LTC facilities. If time-series data in a state were available, we could analyze the trend of EHR adoption and utilization status in LTC facilities in that state. However, information on EHR adoption in LTC facilities is relatively scarce. In January 2010, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) developed two survey instruments on EHR adoption and use in nursing homes. Unfortunately, no further report was published. Consequently, no national cross-sectional data are available. Several regional surveys, including a 2008 report from Minnesota and a 2007 report from California, are the only EHR adoption and utilization data sources related to LTCs. No regional survey has been conducted more than one time to provide time-series data. On the positive side, each of the state surveys contributed a piece of puzzle to the “big picture” of national EHR adoption and utilization status, and set a baseline for these states. Because EHR adoption and utilization has been proposed for decades, no state has the first-mover advantage in EHR adoption. Therefore, we have reasons to assume that EHR adoption status would be homogeneous across the United States, unless a state has special policies impacting EHR adoption.

The purpose of this study is to assess EHR adoption and utilization status in LTC facilities in Texas, identify the barriers to EHR adoption, and help policy makers assess movement toward the goal of promoting EHR adoption. The findings of the study can set a baseline for Texas EHR adoption and utilization in LTC facilities and contribute to the “big picture” of national EHR adoption and utilization status. By comparing the statewide surveys, the authors attempt to identify the similarities, rather than the discrepancies, in EHR adoption in different states and at different times.
Methods

The sources for the literature review came from the university library databases and Internet searches, including specific website searches, electronically published periodicals, government reports, and other relevant organizational information. Searches were made for peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed publications within the past 10 years, using various keywords and keyword combinations, such as EHR, HIT, nursing homes, and LTC. Titles and abstracts were reviewed first, and relevant articles were read, including mining of each paper's reference list for any additional relevant work. Significantly more literature was reviewed regarding HIT in general and, more specifically, HIT within hospital and ambulatory settings. Internet searches were conducted using keywords and key organizations to narrow the requested information track. Federal websites were also searched and regularly researched to keep abreast of current proceedings.

Previous literature revealed that HIT applications in LTC facilities had many similar functions as those in hospitals, such as billing, drug ordering, and inventory management. The administrative functions were more widely adopted and utilized than the clinical functions. Both regional surveys and scholars identified that lack of capital resources was the leading barrier to EHR adoption. Other significant barriers included insufficient time, lack of technical infrastructure, lack of technical support staff, inability to easily input historical data, and lack of technical knowledge.

Based on the literature review, a questionnaire was developed. Besides the questions in the HHS 2010 survey, including the minimum data set (MDS), the clinical functions, and the barriers to HIT adoption and use, the questionnaire also collected information about LTC facility characteristics, EHR implementation status, the administrative functions, and LTC administrators' perspectives on EHR adoption and utilization. A pilot survey instrument was mailed in October 2010 to nearby LTC facilities to assess the validity and reliability of the questionnaire. Per the responses from the pilot survey, a few survey questions were edited. In January 2011, a final survey instrument was mailed to a total of 1,177 LTC facilities in Texas, whose addresses were generated from the database on the official Medicare Web site (http://www.medicare.gov/NHCompare). Because of invalid mailing addresses, 264 survey questionnaires were returned to the authors. Therefore, the valid population size in this survey is 913. By the end of March 2011, completed surveys were received from 137 LTC facilities for a 15 percent response rate.

Results and Observations

Demographic Characteristics

Table 1 displays the demographic characteristics of survey respondents, including facility ownership.
status, location, affiliation types, and number of beds.

Considering the low response rate, the authors considered whether the survey sample is representative of the population of the LTC facilities in Texas. The authors compared the proportions of demographic characteristics between the survey sample and the entire population of LTCs in Texas (see Table 1). We found that except the for-profit proportion, all other proportions of the respondent characteristics are not significantly different from those of the entire population of LTCs in the state. Therefore, the survey sample is representative of the population of LTC facilities in Texas.

**EHR Implementation**

EHR implementation status by demographic characteristics is outlined in Table 2. Responses showed little difference in the rate of EHR implementation among for-profit (34.0 percent), not-for-profit (42.9 percent), and local government (50.0 percent) facilities, with a p-value of .5. Only one state-government-owned LTC facility completed the survey, and this facility had partially implemented an EHR system.

Rural facilities had a lower EHR implementation rate (26.7 percent) than suburban (59.1 percent) and urban (45.0 percent) facilities. The differences were statistically significant, with p-values of .002 and .023, respectively. Suburban and urban facilities’ EHR implementation rates were not significantly different, with a p-value of .85.

Table 2 displays that the EHR implementation rates varied in facilities with different affiliation types and sizes (number of beds). However, the differences were not significant, with p-values of .4 and .6, respectively; therefore, LTC facilities of different affiliation types and sizes have comparable EHR implementation rates in Texas.

Figure 1 shows that almost one-third of the respondents have already implemented EHRs at least partially; however, almost as many (27.7 percent) have not yet established a timeline, and some (5.1 percent) are still in the selection stage. The percentage of facilities that do not plan on implementing an EHR system is 14.6 percent.

We compared EHR implementation status of LTC facilities in the 2007 California, 2008 Minnesota, and 2010–2011 Texas survey data (see Table 3) and found that except for the “not planning” proportion, the differences among other proportions of EHR implementation status in the three surveys are not statistically significant; that is, EHR implementation status across the states in the past several years is comparable.

**Functionalities**

Respondents reported using 26 different software applications for EHRs in LTC facilities, with 25.5
percent of respondents having implemented American Healthtech.

The survey collected information about the utilization of technology to support administrative and clinical functions in LTC facilities (see Table 4 and Table 5). The survey results show significant variation in the use of these functions across LTC facilities. Because of federal and state regulations, it is not surprising that the finance functions, including billing, claim submission, payroll, and accounting, have the highest utilization status. The other administrative functions vary from a low adoption rate (13.9 percent for appointment reminders) to a high one (57.7 percent for admission).

One surprising observation is that only 44.5 percent of LTC facilities have a Web site, and 48.2 percent of LTC facilities contact clients and staff via official e-mail. In the current information age, the website and e-mail utilization rate is quite low and will impede the communication and marketing efforts of the LTC facilities.

Except for the resident assessment functions, including the minimum data set (MDS), the resident assessment protocols (RAPs), and the Triggers, which have been required by federal regulations since the 1990s, the other clinical functions are used less than the administrative ones.29 That finding is the same as the observations in previous studies, which found that the administrative functions are more widely adopted and utilized than the clinical functions.30, 31 Physician orders, the most frequently discussed clinical function to reduce potential errors in healthcare, have a 56.9 percent utilization rate. The other two functions with utilization rates greater than 50 percent are the individual care management plan (59.1 percent) and census management (50.4 percent) functions. This result is also similar to the findings in previous reports.32, 33 In this survey, e-prescribing between practitioner and pharmacy is the clinical function with the lowest adoption rate (10.2 percent).

**Barriers**

Survey respondents rated four groups of barriers that may have slowed or prevented them from implementing EHRs in their facilities. The four groups of barriers include capital factors, human resource factors, EHR product factors, and management factors. Results are reported in Table 6.

“Lack of capital resources to invest” is the number one barrier to EHR implementation in all three surveys (46.0 percent in Texas in 2010–2011, 72.1 percent in Minnesota in 2008, and 60.0 percent in California in 2007). “Lack of technical infrastructure” is the second most frequently reported barrier in this survey (35 percent). “Insufficient time” (29.2 percent) and “inability to easily input historic medical record data” (27 percent) are the next two reported barriers, which were also the barriers found in the Minnesota and California reports. This finding indicates that these problems have not been solved yet. “Lack of technical support staff” (21.2 percent) is another barrier cited by more than 20 percent of respondents in this survey. Other barriers were cited by fewer than 20 percent of respondents, but the long list of barriers shows that the LTC EHR market is complicated; therefore, a “one size fits all” strategy does not work. “Risk of new state/federal requirements” (18.2 percent)
leads in the management barrier category. This result shows that the rapid development of federal and state regulations recently is a concern to the LTC administrators.

**Discussion**

This research study is an assessment of EHR adoption and utilization status in Texas LTC facilities. This study establishes a baseline and offers a cross-sectional view of EHR adoption and utilization status in Texas LTC facilities. It summarizes EHR adoption and utilization status, the functionalities of EHRs in use, and the barriers to EHR implementation. Given the rapid rate of change in the EHR industry and the evolution of LTC facilities in Texas, future studies are necessary to understand the trends in adoption and utilization of EHRs.

This survey identified important factors for policy makers, EHR vendors, LTC administrators, educators, and researchers to consider in promoting EHR adoption and utilization. First, for policy makers, this survey reiterates the barriers to EHR adoption in LTC facilities. Of those, the top barrier is still the lack of capital resources. This finding shows that the significant capital costs of implementing EHRs are still a burden for LTC facilities, particularly those operating close to their financial margins. State and private organizations should work with LTC facilities to address this barrier, and the government has to continue seeking better incentives to solve this challenging issue in EHR adoption. Based on this survey, lack of technical infrastructure is another serious barrier in Texas. This finding may show that the development of IT infrastructure in LTC facilities in Texas deserves more attention. Another barrier, the risk of new state or federal requirements, shows that policy makers should accelerate the establishment of a long-term agenda for EHR regulations to provide a clearer guideline in EHR adoption and utilization.

Although a LTC facility may have the opportunity to use an EHR system adopted by hospitals, the EHR system may not meet the specific complex and diverse needs of the LTC facility and may therefore be only partially used. Development of an EHR system in a collaborative fashion for LTC facilities should be supported. It is unclear how EHR vendors are prepared to meet the needs of LTC clients. This question should be explored. Although EHR systems have been in existence for decades, the inability to input historical data is still a big barrier to EHR adoption and utilization. Better communication between vendors and LTC facilities is indispensable for more effective EHR system design and development for LTC facilities.

Finally, as shown in this survey, lack of proven benefits of EHR use is a barrier to EHR adoption and utilization. Researchers should conduct research examining the relationship of EHR utilization to the financial outcomes and quality of care in LTC facilities.

We believe that education and training are the solution to some issues related to EHR adoption and utilization in LTC facilities. First, training more EHR-related professionals is helpful to alleviate the problem of lack of technical support staff. Secondly, even in the current information age, more than
10 percent of LTC administrators have no plans to adopt EHRs and do not know the needs and benefits of EHRs. LTC administrators should attend EHR training programs to keep abreast of compliance and technology requirements. Finally, education programs are also necessary for policy makers, who may underestimate the importance of EHRs.

**Limitation**

One limitation of the study is that 15 percent of LTC facilities completed the survey. Nonresponse bias could be a concern. In future research, the authors will include a tracking design in the questionnaire to follow up with nonrespondents and improve the response rate. On the other hand, the whole population was surveyed. Inspection of the distribution of responses suggests that the survey sample is representative of the population of Texas LTC facilities. Therefore, although the response rate is low, the conclusions drawn in the study can be inferred to apply to the whole population of Texas LTC facilities.

**Conclusion**

Although the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act of 2009 produced a great deal of attention to and knowledge of the benefits of EHR systems, the status of EHR adoption and utilization in Texas in 2010–2011 is similar to that found in Minnesota in 2008 and California in 2007. Lack of capital resources is still the leading barrier in EHR adoption and utilization, and the other barriers remain unsolved. More challenges and opportunities for adopting EHRs in LTC facilities are faced by LTC administrators, vendors, policy makers, educators, and researchers.
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